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Event Attractions

Over two-thirds of Tasmanian households have a pet, making Tasmania the state
with the highest percentage of pet-ownership in Australia!
Almost 90% of pet owners say their pets have a very positive impact on their lives
60% of dog and cat owners refer to their pet as a member of their family
44% of Tasmania households have one or more dogs and 34% of Tasmanians
have at least one cat!
Over 120 animal & pet related
exhibitors from all over Australia

Celebrity Veterinarian Dr Harry
Cooper OAM

Demonstrations from industry
leaders, animal care experts and
pet nutrition professionals

Door Prizes, raffle, giveaways,
product demonstrations and free
product samples

Thousands of innovative new
pet products and ideas

Kids Zone, Petting Zoo & Face
Painting and live shows

Animal "Expert Advice" Zones

Animal Welfare educators

Adoption Zone

Live Music & Entertainment

Exciting animal demonstrations

Coffee & Food Vendors

www.taspetexpo.com.au
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Hobart's Iconic Venue
Introducing Hobart's Premier Venue..

The 2022 Tas Pet Expo will be held at the PRINCES WHARF No.1 which is located on
Hobart’s waterfront in the heart of the historic Salamanca, just 5 minutes walk from
the Hobart CBD.
The Princes Wharf No.1 has been home to many iconic Hobart events, such as the
"Taste of Tasmania, Winter Feast & HIA's HomeFEST and this November will host
over 120 Tas Pet Expo exhibitors and thousands of Tassie Pet Lovers!

www.taspetexpo.com.au
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Why Exhibit?

Australian households are estimated to spend over $13 billion on pet services and
products each year - that's why showcasing your company brand and products at
the Tas Pet Expo can give you direct access to your target market!

Target Market

Face to Face

Engage

www.taspetexpo.com.au

Build Sales
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Extensive Marketing
Campaign
This year, TAS PET EXPO & RSPCA Tasmania
join forces to launch an extensive marketing campaign
on TV, Radio, social media and much more!
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Marketing Campaign
Continued..
Posters, brochures, newspapers and digital marketing will be
used to promote the TAS PET EXPO to 10's of thousands of pet
Lovers all over Tasmania!
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Exhibitor Booth Packages
Join us at the TAS PET EXPO with a number of different exhibitor options available.
Being an exhibitor at the 2022 Tas Pet Expo gets your company direct access to
thousands of potential "new" life long customers.
3m x 2m Tas Pet Expo
"space only"

From

$450
or $150 p/m

+ gst

Only 40 spots
available

3m x 2m
Trade Booth package

Most Popular
option

From

$590
or $197 p/m

+ gst

3m x 2m Premium
Trade Booth Package

Premium booth
Placement

From

From
Need Power?
additional
$90 + GST

$800

or $266 p/m

+ gst

3m x 2m Not-For-Profit
"space only"

4amp Power
& board
included

$136

or $46 p/m

For custom booth sizes or enquiries - please email taspetexpo@gmail.com

+ gst
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2022 Sponsorships
TAS PET EXPO & RSPCA Tasmania have a wide range of high
value and cost effective sponsorship opportunities on offer
ranging from $1090 + GST to $7500+GST
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The Platinum Sponsorship is a great opportunity to
"own" the Tas Pet Expo with exclusive naming rights
and exceptional branding.

$7500 + GST

PLUS SITE FEES

Company logo on all Tas Pet Expo promotional
material, including social media, venue signage,
external fencing, event map & merchandise plus
additional exposure on the big screens all day.
Includes multiple, social media post on Tas Pet Expo &
RSPCA Tasmania Facebook and Instagram pages
before and after the Tas Pet Expo.
Company logo on new TV commercial & recognition in
state-wide radio and digital marketing campaign.
which will be seen by tens of thousands of Tasmanians.
Opportunity to have your brand on Tas Pet Expo wrist
bands, which are worn by thousands of people
including exhibitors, media, volunteers, and staff.
Work closely with the RSPCA Tas Pet Expo Team, MC
and media partners to build strong brand awareness
and engagement during the Tas Pet Expo.

www.taspetexpo.com.au
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The Gold Sponsorship is a great value sponsorship
package for those wanting to expand their brand's
strength and increase exposure.

$4500 + GST

PLUS SITE FEES

Company logo on all Tas Pet Expo promotional
material, including social media, venue signage, event
map & merchandise plus additional exposure on the
big screens.
Grow your brand with your company logo on new TV
commercial & recognition in state-wide radio
campaign. Be seen by tensof thousands of
Tasmanians.
Includes multiple, social media posts on Tas Pet Expo &
RSPCA Tasmania Facebook and Instagram pages.
Additional access to media during the event.
Work closely with the RSPCA Tas Pet Expo Team, MC
and media partners to build strong brand awareness
and engagement during the Tas Pet Expo.

www.taspetexpo.com.au
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Located in prime position, the adoption zone puts on
show all the Tasmanian animals ready for rehoming
from all different animal adoption organizations across
Tasmania.

$1000 + GST

PLUS SITE FEES

The Adoption Zone is located at the entry and exit
and presents an opportunity for your brand to
represent all of the companion animals up for
adoption across Tasmania.
Includes multiple, social media posts on Tas Pet Expo &
RSPCA Tasmania Facebook and Instagram Pages
before and after event.
Company logo on all Tas Pet Expo promotional
material, including social media, venue signage,
external fencing, event map plus additional exposure
on the big screens all day.
Additional access to media during the event.

www.taspetexpo.com.au
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$1090 + GST

PLUS SITE FEE'S

Includes, social media post on Tas Pet Expo & RSPCA
Tasmania Facebook and Instagram pages.

www.taspetexpo.com.au
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The Stage Sponsor offers exclusive branding and
naming rights of the Tas Pet Expo demonstration stage
where guest speakers and industry professionals like Dr
Harry Cooper OAM will be presenting.

$3500+ GST

PLUS SITE FEE'S

Visited by thousands throughout the day to watch the
exciting live demonstrations have your company logo
on and around the demonstration stage fencing.
Receive additional company exposure and brand
recognition from MC and on air from the radio team.
Company logo on all Tas Pet Expo event map plus
additional exposure on the demonstration screens all
day.
Includes individual social media post on Tas Pet Expo &
RSPCA Tasmania Facebook and Instagram pages.
Additional access to media during the event.

www.taspetexpo.com.au
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The Door Prize Sponsor has the opportunity to brand
all the entrance aisle ways and the opportunity to
have promotional staff and samples at the entry.

$1090 + GST

PLUS SITE FEE'S

The Door Prize Sponsor also provides one of the major
prizes valued at over $500 has access to all the people
that entered through a QR code questionnaire.
Includes individual social media posts on Tas Pet Expo
& RSPCA Tasmania Facebook and Instagram Pages
before and after event.
Show your brand on the venue map, promotional
material plus additional brand exposure on the big
screens.
Additional access to media during the event.
Draw the prize live on FB live for everyone to see.

www.taspetexpo.com.au
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Contact Us

03 6709 8100
taspetexpo@gmail.com
www.taspetexpo.com.au
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